Top-of-the-World Diagnostic Mentoring Solutions
Today’s business world is uncertain and complex. For personal peak performance and superior business
outcomes, people need a working environment that is free from interfering viruses, where they can fully
unlock their talents, and address higher challenges.

We help people and organisations perform at their peak when challenges rise.
Certified Mentors work with our Systems Approach to help you and your team develop people-centric, agile,
and dynamic capabilities for peak performance in your organisation: Digital, data-driven, fast.
Our Systems Approach combines the Diagnostic Toolbox with our Leadership Model and Visual Design
Thinking. Find out how this works with the free AGILE SCAN: https://agilityinsights.net/free-agile-scan
Results

Outcomes

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diagnostic data for deep insights
High awareness, shared understanding
Identified issues and action plan
Mentoring for fast learning

Ability to compete in VUCA contexts
People-centric, agile, and dynamic capabilities
Higher speed, agility, and resilience
Superior performance, innovation and growth

How people-centric, agile, and dynamic is your organisation? What can you do?
Four solutions offer answers:

«Peak performance» | personal diagnostic and mentoring
MY
FLOW SCAN

Certified Mentors help you identify your potential and assess the interferences
that keep you from performing at your best and reach flow more often, be it as a
leader, a professional, at work, with sports or the arts.

«Identify what it takes» | For leaders and experts
EXECUTIVE
INSIGHTS

Certified Mentors help you, your team, and your organisation to make the shift to
agile and people-centric by exploring current capabilities, creating a roadmap that
works for you and providing development guidance that remove interferences and
ensure you reach top maturity and performance levels.

«Get ready for the shift» | For leadership and work teams
TEAM
FITNESS

Certified Mentors help you and your team to get ready for new challenges by
measuring your organisation’s agile maturity for clarity on the baseline, by
supporting your decision on the desired maturity target, and by distilling the key
issues to exploit the people-centric potential.

«Crossing the Rubicon» | For entire institutions
ORGANISATION
SHIFT

Certified Mentors help you, your team, and your organisation to make the shift to
agile and people-centric by exploring current capabilities, creating a roadmap that
works for you and providing development guidance that remove interferences
and ensure you reach top maturity and performance levels.
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More about the…
Our free AGILE SCAN helps you determine your
organisation's current agile maturity and
organisational interferences to superior
performance.

Access the AGILE SCAN through our website, register, and invest 5 minutes to answer the questions.

AGILE SCAN
This highly automated AGILE SCAN Diagnostic with 22 online questions takes 5
minutes to complete.
Diagnostic with 22 elements, Expert Web Briefing
Performance Triangle

Mentoring
A certified Mentor guides you through your diagnostic results with a 45-minutes
online feedback meeting and offers practical expert insights with action items.

Toolbox
The 20-pages AGILE SCAN result report scores people elements, leadership,
culture, systems, collaboration, purpose and relationships, and how these
elements combine to determine your organisation’s speed, agility and resilience. It
includes:
•

The AGILE SCORE: The reference point for your organisation’s Agile Maturity

•

Benchmarks: How your organisation compares with other peers and industries

•

Dynamic capabilities: How they impact your organisation’s competitive advantage

•

Culture, leadership and systems: How they enable speed, agility and resilience

•

Management context: Options on how to align management and organisation

•

Management models: Options on how to build people-centric, agile, and dynamic capabilities

Follow this link for more information on the free AGILE SCAN: https://agilityinsights.net/free-agile-scan
Our certified Mentors are the experts -helping you and your team make the paradigm shift to drive
performance in the way your business works. Talk to our experts: https://agilityinsights.net/en/contact
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